From BASIS to MIRACLES: Benchmarking and perspectives for high-resolution neutron spectroscopy at the ESS
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Abstract. Results based on virtual instrument models for the first high-flux, high-resolution, spallation based, backscattering spectrometer, BASIS are presented in this paper. These were verified using the Monte Carlo instrument simulation packages McStas and VITESS. Excellent agreement of the neutron count rate at the sample position between the virtual instrument simulation and experiments was found, in both time and energy distributions. This achievement was only possible after a new component for a bent single crystal analyser in McStas, using a Gaussian approximation, was developed. These findings are pivotal to the conceptual design of the next generation backscattering spectrometer, MIRACLES at the European Spallation Source.

1. Introduction

The planned construction of the European Spallation Source (ESS) marks a new era for the international neutron scattering community [1].

The time of flight backscattering spectrometer MIRACLES (Multiple Resolution Analyser Crystal for Life and Energy Science) to be proposed in 2015 has the unique possibility of utilizing the full length of the ESS pulse. By using Si(111) analyser banks and a chopper cascade, the instrument will offer tuneable elastic energy resolution in the range of 3–32\textmu eV and a flexible dynamic range larger than 1000\textmu eV. Furthermore, by using different analyser crystals, for instance Si(311), the Q range can be extended to 3.8 A\textsuperscript{-1}. This will allow the determination of dynamical phenomena taking place at a length scale of 1.5 A. Consequently, the resolution map and energy range covered by high-energy resolution direct geometry time of flight (TOF), triple axis (TAS) spectrometers, spin-echo and reactor backscattering spectroscopy can be bridged.

It is envisaged that the high source brilliance, along with a pulse length of 2.86 ms and the slow neutron pulse repetition rate of 14 Hz, will permit the development of an instrument with unprecedented flux [2].

MIRACLES will bring new insights into scientific topics related to diffusion [3], molecular rotation [4], critical scattering and tunneling in soft and hard condensed matter and biologically relevant materials [5], as well as low energy excitations in magnetic systems [6]. In addition, the time domain of 1 ps-1 ns that can be covered with reasonable computational effort by Molecular Dynamics (MD) modeling is ideally suited to that offered by MIRACLES. Moreover, the combined use of Infrared spectroscopy (IR), Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR), Raman scattering and dielectric spectroscopy with results obtained from MIRACLES, will allow the characterization of a plethora of phenomena seen in modern materials. Being part of the unique scientific ecosystem of the ESS, MIRACLES will help open up new scientific horizons. For example, water dynamics that can be probed by quasi-elastic neutron scattering (QENS) on the 1 ps-1 ns timescale play an important role in drug release characteristics and molecular conformation, of novel injectable drug delivery media made from thermo-responsive polymer micro-capsules [7,8] or widely used analgesics [9–11]. Moreover, using MIRACLES it will be possible to effectively probe the multiple energy states of water held by surfaces of a clay mineral. This knowledge provides important information for the design of safer hydraulic barriers where water and contaminant transfer must be controlled, for instance, for the containment of industrial, municipal, and hazardous wastes [12]. Precise knowledge of the microscopic structure of bulk water and water under confinement is of utmost importance for most chemists and molecular biologists [13].

For the purpose of serving as a platform for the development of MIRACLES at the ESS, the BASIS instrument [14], located at the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) at Oak Ridge, USA, was benchmarked with Monte Carlo simulations. The near-backscattering spectrometer BASIS, has proven to be extremely successful in research topics that span the disciplines of biology, chemistry and soft and hard condensed matter [14,15]. The clear advantage of this instrument is that it allows for the elucidation of overlapping complex dynamical phenomena occurring at markedly different timescales. It is the first high-flux, high-resolution, indirect geometry neutron spectrometer to provide a dynamic range of \pm 250\textmu eV.
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with an energy resolution of $\Delta E = 3 \mu eV$ or $\Delta E/E = 1.5 \times 10^{-3}$.

The two key features of the BASIS instrument operation are: making use of the temporal structure of the SNS pulsed source and the incorporation of physically bent single crystals, which reflect near the Bragg limit: $\theta \approx 86-89^\circ$. Consequently, for the purpose of simulating the BASIS instrument and in order to validate the design of MIRACLES, a new spherically bent single crystal component was developed in McStas [16]. This new feature also allowed comparisons of simulation results obtained with VITESS [17]. In summary, we present successful instrument simulations of the BASIS instrument, which show good agreement with published results [14] and finally, we give a glimpse of the future performance of MIRACLES at the ESS, in terms of flux and energy resolution.

2. Virtual instrument setup

A virtual instrument was developed in McStas using the published instrumental parameters of BASIS as input [14]. McStas 2.0, was used for the simulations and executed in the Data Management and Software Centre (DMSC) at the Niels Bohr Institute in the University of Copenhagen. This allowed the collection of sufficient simulation statistics, using $10^{12}$ neutron trajectories over a wavelength range of $\Delta \lambda = 0.5-30$ Å, within 24 hours. In addition, an identical virtual instrument setup was developed in VITESS 3.1. In this case the simulations were run on a personal computer (MacOS10.6) and reasonable statistics, using $10^{10}$ neutron trajectories, were obtained for a wavelength band of $\Delta \lambda = 6-7$ Å in 10 hours.

Primary spectrometer

The instrument layout is shown in Fig. 1. The distance from the moderator to the sample position is 84 m. The moderator illuminating the BASIS guide at SNS is a decoupled supercritical hydrogen centre-line-poisoned moderator. At SNS, the moderator emission time of 6.271 Å neutrons, after protons hit the target, is approximately 60 $\mu$s for a pulse repetition frequency and moderator beam size of 60 Hz and $H = 10$ cm/$W = 12$ cm respectively. The original SNS Moderator description file, available in McStas, makes use of linear interpolation into statistically limited, spectral histograms, produced using the MCNPX code, which resulted in artefacts in the long-wavelength region. To remedy this issue, the “ESS, moderator, short” description file, with the same moderator parameterisation as the SNS, was used instead. This is possible because both moderators operate with a similar physical principle and the underlying analytics follow the same master curve.

The wavelength band and frame overlap disk choppers were rotated with the same frequency as the SNS source. The dimensions of the chopper windows are described in the BASIS publication [14]. A phase offset was applied to the components describing the chopper geometry in order to permit a neutron wavelength band centred at 6.267 Å. This value corresponds to the Bragg reflection of Si(111) crystal with a $2\theta = 88^\circ$.

![Figure 1. The schematic layout of the BASIS spectrometer.](image)

The guide geometry was reproduced as described in the instrument publication [14]. In addition, to allow the incorporation of the focusing sections in the simulation packages, their tapering angles were calculated separately. The slope for the horizontal planes was calculated using a length of 650 cm, entrance 10 cm and exit 3.25 cm. This results to a slope angle of 0.297495°. Similarly, for the vertical focusing plane for a length of 800 cm, entrance of 12 cm and exit 3.25 cm the slope is 0.313333°.

For the simulation of the guide mirror surfaces, Mirrotron reflectivity data [18] was used as a template for creating reflectivity files in McStas and VITESS using the following relations resulting from a phenomenological fit to experimental data:

$$R = \frac{1}{2} R_0 [1 - \tanh((Q - m Q_{e,Ni})/W)] [1 - \alpha (Q - Q_{c})].$$

(1)

with $\alpha = (R_m - R_0)/(m Q_{e,Ni} - Q_c)$.

Where, Q is the magnitude of the scattering vector ($\hbar Q$ is the momentum transfer), $Q(Ni)$ is the Q value corresponding to the critical angle of Nickel, R denotes the guide reflectivity, $R_m$ the reflectivity at the critical angle according to the m coating of the guide and $R_0$ the reflectivity at low angles. The calculated reflectivity values are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Super-mirror reflectivity data used in the simulations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>m =</th>
<th>Reflectivity at Q = m Q_{c,Ni}</th>
<th>Width of cut-off region (α) [Å]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Secondary spectrometer

A schematic view of the secondary spectrometer geometry can be seen in Fig. 2. In order to describe the energy response of the crystal analysers, a new component was developed (Sect. 3.2). We reduced the computational load incurred by the simulations by restricting the analyser coverage to ±10° in the horizontal and vertical scattering planes. The collimation optics, aluminum scattering contributions from vacuum chamber and sample environment were not simulated.
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3. Results and discussion

3.1. Neutron beam at sample position

The flux of the BASIS virtual instrument was first simulated at the sample position located at a distance of 84 m from the moderator surface.

As in the real instrument, a wavelength band of $\Delta \lambda = 0.5$ Å, which was centred at the wavelength of $\lambda = 6.4$ Å, was defined by the chopper cascade. A beam with a cross-section of $3.1 \times 3.1$ cm$^2$ was then extracted. The spatial neutron distribution, as well as the integrated neutron intensity, was subsequently collected for 1 sec. The results of Fig. 3 (left) indicate that with McStas the simulated flux at the sample position was $1.33 \times 10^8$ n/s. This corresponded to a value, which was within 5% compared to the published flux of $1.30 \times 10^8$ n/(cm$^2$ s) [14], when the accelerator power was 500 kW.

Similarly, the instrument was simulated using VITESS Fig. 3 (right). An integrated flux of $1.31 \times 10^8$ n/s or $1.36 \times 10^7$ n/(cm$^2$ s) was simulated over the measured area. The integrated flux and 2-D neutron flux distribution, of both the McStas and Viteess simulation results compare favourably to the published value of $1.3 \times 10^7$ n/(cm$^2$ s) and images therein [14].

3.2. Energy response of a spherically bent crystal analyser

While the use of dynamical scattering theory [19] provides a quantitative way to predict the energy response of deformed crystals, it is generally computationally very expensive in a Monte Carlo setting. However, the energy response of a bent single crystal can also be phenomenologically approximated with a Gaussian function. With this approach, the distribution of neutron scattering probability versus the outgoing neutron scattering energy vector can be obtained for every neutron trajectory. The FWHM of the Gaussian distribution attempts to describe, in a computationally inexpensive fashion, the cumulative contributions of the uncertainty of the d-spacing due to lattice strains, primary and secondary extinction, incident beam divergence and deviations from the Bragg reflection angle. In our treatment of the analyser dynamic energy response, only the uncertainty of the crystal lattice spacing and the incident beam angular spread was considered. The remaining effects are intrinsically included in the shape of the energy response of the crystal analyser.

We now consider a basic treatment of the relative wavelength uncertainty $\frac{\partial \lambda}{\lambda}$ of a crystal analyser using Bragg’s law. First, the effect of incident angle uncertainty, or the “apparent” mosaicity, to the wavelength resolution is calculated.

$$n \lambda = 2d \sin \theta,$$

with $n = 1$ (3)

$$\frac{\partial \lambda_{MOSAIC}}{\partial \theta} = 2d \cos \theta$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

$$\frac{\partial \lambda_{MOSAIC}}{\lambda} = 2d \sin \theta \frac{\partial \theta}{\partial \theta}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

$$\frac{2d \cos \theta \partial \theta}{\partial \lambda_{MOSAIC}} = \frac{\partial \lambda_{MOSAIC}}{\lambda} = \cot \theta \partial \theta$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

Similarly, we now consider the effect of lattice uncertainty to the wavelength resolution.

$$\frac{\partial \lambda_{lattice}}{\lambda} = 2 \sin \theta \frac{\partial d}{\partial d}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

$$\frac{\partial \lambda_{lattice}}{\lambda} = 2 \sin \theta \frac{\partial d}{\partial d}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

$$\frac{2 \sin \theta \partial d}{2d \sin \theta} = \frac{\partial \lambda_{lattice}}{\lambda} = \frac{\partial d}{d}$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

Assuming statistical independence of the angular spread uncertainty $\partial (\theta)$ and the spread of the crystal analyser.
lattice constant \( d \), the cumulative effect of the contributions from Eqs. (6) and (9) can be expressed as:

\[
\left( \frac{\partial \lambda_a}{\lambda} \right)^2 = \left[ \frac{\partial (d)}{d} \right]^2 + [\cot \theta \partial (\theta)]^2.
\]  

(10)

Solving for \( \partial \lambda_a \) and using delta (\( \delta \)) instead of the differential notation (\( \partial \)) eventually results in:

\[
\delta \lambda_a^2 = [2 \sin \delta d]^2 + 4d^2(1 - \sin^2 \delta \theta)^2.
\]  

(11)

Having calculated the two main contributions to the wavelength uncertainty of the crystal analyser, and thus the main changes of the neutron energy distribution upon scattering, the following steps describe the most important functions of the analyser component in McStas. It shall be noted that the parameter values and various constants used in the component module were taken from the BASIS instrument publication [14] and used throughout.

**Parameter constants**

Lattice spacing uncertainty: \( \frac{\Delta(d)}{d} = d_{\text{spread}} = 3.5 \times 10^{-4} \) [14], elastic scattering vector \( \mathbf{Q} = 2.00389 \, \text{Å}^{-1} \), analyser d-spacing \( d_{\text{space}} = 3.1355 \, \text{Å} \), Si(111) for \( 2\theta = 88^\circ \), crystal analyser radius = 2.5 m, crystal reflectivity \( R_0 = 1 \), Mosaic spread = 21 arcmin.

The following pseudo code describes the operation of the component.

1. Convert analyser d-spacing spread and mosaic spread from FWHM to standard deviation (\( \sigma_{bd} \) and \( \sigma_{mos} \)) to facilitate direct incorporation to the Gaussian function, using

\[
\sigma = \frac{\text{FWHM}}{\sqrt{8\ln 2}}.
\]  

(12)

2. Project the incident neutron vector on the normal plane of reflection.

3. Calculate the neutron wavelength difference \( \delta \lambda_a = \lambda_B - \lambda_a \) between Bragg condition wavelength and incident neutron wavelength.

4. Determine the analyser wavelength width \( \delta \lambda_a \) or simply 1-sigma \( (\sigma_{a})^2 \) from Eq. (11).

\[
(\sigma_{a})^2 = 4(\sin \theta)^2 \sigma_{bd}(d)^2 + 4d_{\text{space}}^2 \times [1.0 - (\sin \theta)^2] \sigma_{mos}^2.
\]  

(13)

5. Use a probability of reflection as a function of energy following a Gaussian distribution.

\[
p_{\text{reflect}} = R_0^* \exp[-(\delta \lambda_a)^2/2(\sigma_{a})^2] \].
\]  

(14)

6. Propagate the probability of reflection.

\[
p_{\text{new}} = p_{\text{reflect}} \times p_{\text{old}}.
\]  

(15)

7. Repeat the treatment for the next neutron trajectory.

This component will be made available in the next version release of McStas.

**3.3. Virtual instrument performance**

The neutronic performance of the virtual instrument code using the new component was compared to experimental data in energy and time of flight as shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The energy response of the analyser produces a FWHM of 3.3 \( \mu \text{eV} \) versus 3–3.5 \( \mu \text{eV} \) as reported in reference [14] and shown in Fig. 4. The slight asymmetry that can be seen in the elastic response is caused by two overlapping effects. First, the offset angle of 88\(^\circ\) of the analysers creates a small difference in the time-of-flight path between neutrons travelling from the top and bottom part of the analyser. An additional asymmetric contribution, which is clearly visible in Fig. 5, is caused by the long tail of the SNS spallation source (Fig. 5, inset). As shown, these effects are faithfully reproduced by our simulations.

Figure 5 depicts the instrument performance in arbitrary units as a function of neutron time of flight arrival.
Figure 6. Time of flight data recorded by the detectors of the virtual BASIS instrument using VITESS and McStas.

Figure 7. Schematic of the MIRACLES instrument to be proposed.

4. Perspectives for MIRACLES

After performing the simulations of the BASIS backscattering spectrometer, we have examined the elastic flux (neutrons that are scattered elastically) that can be expected when placing MIRACLES at the ESS.

The sample position is located at a distance of 156 m from the moderator surface (Fig. 7).

The flexibility of MIRACLES arises from the fact that a pulse width definition chopper (Fig. 7, PWD), placed close to the moderator, can be used to select any required portion from the long ESS pulse.

In this way, the total instrumental resolution can be approximated by the quadratic addition of the wavelength contribution of the analyser, see Eq. (6), the uncertainty of the lattice spread, in Eq. (9), and the temporal uncertainty caused by the chopper pulse width $\tau$ in relation to the chopper period $T$.

$$\left(\frac{\delta\lambda_{\text{instr}}}{\lambda}\right)^2 = \left[\cot \theta \delta(\theta)\right]^2 + \left[\frac{\delta(d)}{d}\right]^2 + \left[\frac{\tau}{T}\right]^2. \quad (16)$$

Moreover, as shown by others [20], the spectral source peak brightness $B$ can be used to calculate the flux $\Phi$ at the sample position as shown in Eq. (17).

$$\Phi = \frac{B \times \Delta\Omega \times \Delta\lambda \times \Delta t}{\tau}. \quad (17)$$

Where, $B$ is the ESS cold moderator brightness $2.7 \times 10^{13} \text{n/(cm}^2 \times \text{s} \times \text{sr} \times \text{Å)}$ centred at $\lambda = 6.27\text{Å}$. $\Delta\Omega$ is the source solid angle transported to the sample equals $4.05 \times 10^{-3} \text{(sr)}$, $\Delta\lambda$ is the wavelength range corresponding to $0.0022 \text{Å}$ for analysers with $\frac{\delta(d)}{d} = 3.5 \times 10^{-4}$. $\Delta t/T$ is the duty cycle, which is defined as the ratio of the opening time of the pulse-shaping chopper to the repetition period of the ESS source.

The analytical results for MIRACLES, also shown in Fig. 8, suggest that for an elastic resolution of ca. $3.5\mu\text{eV}$, approximately $6.3 \times 10^5 \text{n/(cm}^2 \times \text{s)}$ neutrons intersect the sample position. The solid black line illustrates the change of the elastic flux as a function of energy resolution; the energy resolution itself being adjusted by increasing the opening time of the window on the pulse definition chopper.

For the BASIS instrument, scaling the reported flux [14] to the current operating power of 1 MW and integrating over the elastic peak results in an elastic flux for BASIS of ca $1.4 \times 10^5 \text{n/(cm}^2 \times \text{s)}$ (Fig. 8, red square). Therefore, a gain factor of 5 can be expected when compared to BASIS. This flux gain assumes conventional...
linearly tapered and straight optics similar to the BASIS instrument.

Subsequent simulations with elliptical focusing guides showed that a factor of 10 is to be expected for an energy resolution of ca. 3.5 µeV.

Moreover, the analysis above assumes that only a single pulse can be extracted from each ESS pulse. With the use of specially designed chopper windows, multiple pulse trains from the ESS pulse can be extracted and further flux gains can be obtained in correspondingly smaller dynamic ranges.

Critically, the gain factors presented in this paper are based on the ESS moderator brilliance published in 2013 and presented in the TDR report [2].

As new moderator technologies, such as reduced height moderators or “pancake moderators” [21], come to fruition, even larger flux gains are foreseen.

In conclusion, we have presented new results for a virtual instrument description of the BASIS instrument, which could be achieved only after developing a new spherically bent crystal analyser component in McStas. In turn, others could use the component for benchmarking and teaching purposes of other backscattering spectrometers. The envisaged performance of the MIRACLES instrument, based on analytical calculations, was also briefly presented. These findings are fundamental to the conceptual design of MIRACLES, a unique high-resolution neutron spectrometer, which will open new scientific horizons for the elucidation of a plethora of phenomena seen in modern materials.
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